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Abstract—Pervasive computing applications can adjust their
behavior to a multitude of information deemed to be relevant for
their situation, their so-called context. Thus far, however, adapta-
tion in such context-aware systems is reactive and limited to the
application itself. These restrictions inevitably delay adjustments
to events. They cause frequent reconfigurations, and may result
in inferior overall system configurations. In this paper, we present
our work in progress on middleware-based system support for
proactive adaptation. It offers context information, prediction,
and influence via a uniform abstraction, update notifications for
subscribed context or predictions, and an application model to
determine adaptation alternatives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In pervasive environments, context-aware applications
adapt their behavior or change their composition as a reaction
to changes in their context, i.e. their physical environment, the
social environment of the user and the technical environment.
Reactive adaptation is only able to react on changes. If the
context changes frequently, adaptation can occur frequently as
well. Further, the adaptation decision is singular in the sense
that it only regards the current information. Context prediction
has been used to plan adaptation ahead before it actually
happens. Based on prediction, applications can choose if they
adapt their behavior or adapt the context, as well as optimize
the next series of adaptations based on a certain strategy. In the
setting of a smart environment, an application, for example,
could bind external resources, such as I/O devices, before
the user actually enters the room. Regarding optimization, the
application could decide to pause a service, as a necessary
adaptation is too costly – e.g. battery life – for the short
time the user will be passing through the context forcing the
application to adapt.

Proactive adaptation in pervasive environments requires
several steps. First, application developers need to specify
functional configurations of the application with regard to
its usability. This includes environment conditions, such as
lighting levels, as well as services in the environment, such as
a visual output – in the following referred to as their context.
Second, applications have to gain knowledge of when and
how their context will change. Based on this information,
applications have to determine possible violations of their
active configuration. If their active configuration will become
unfunctional, they have to find at least one possible adap-
tation. Such adaptations can be limited to the applications,
i.e. switching to a different functional configuration, and/ or

include adapting the applications environment via actuators.
Ideally, however, such adaptations are optimized for a series
of upcoming context events, e.g. to avoid frequent switches
of configurations. As a result, applications should perform
the letter steps for all predicted events as well as compute
all possible adaptation alternatives for these. This leads to a
constant effort of monitoring predictions, finding all solutions,
and deciding on a strategy.

In our approach, we support application developers by
offering a uniform abstraction to context interaction, context
prediction including update notifications, and configuration
management. Hereby, our work builds on existing work on
context frameworks and context prediction.

II. MIDDLEWARE-BASED SYSTEM SUPPORT

In the following, we present our approach to the process
of pervasive adaptation described above.

A. Context Interaction

Context is defined by its identity, location, and the point
in time. In the well-researched reactive systems, identity and
location are handled by context- [1] and location models [2],
respectively. Time, however, is right now by default and, hence,
not regarded. Further, the systems implementing those models
must only provide context. For proactive adaptation, however,
we need to be able to define other points in time while
requesting predictions, as well as adapt context.

In order to offer a uniform interaction model between
applications and their context – i.e. (distributed) sensing-,
predicting-, and actuating services – we create an abstraction
by the use of context variables. The idea behind our approach
is to extend location models with variables that represent the
different types of context that are present at each location. For
interaction, we now link all context services in the environment
to their respective variable and location. Further, we formalized
interaction in a set of context queries. [7]

B. Context Prediction and Notifications

Context prediction is central to proactive adaptation, as
it is the information the adaptation decisions are based on.
Consequently, we support querying for future context, i.e.
location or identity information with a timestamp in the future.
We do not focus on context prediction algorithms, but imple-
mented published approaches. These algorithms learn during
their lifetime, i.e. their output depends on their knowledge
base, which, therefore, has to be updated.
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We do, however, support learning mechanisms specifically
by offering so called context subscriptions. All information
requesting queries – including predictions themselves – can
be subscribed to. With this, predictors can monitor relevant
information and recompute on an event. Successively, an appli-
cation that subscribes to a prediction is notified automatically,
as soon as the predictor changes its forecast, and can adjust
accordingly.

C. Configuration Management

From the before mentioned functional requirements of an
application, the configuration management constructs a con-
straint satisfaction problem (CSP). The adaptation alternatives
for an application then are all possible solutions. For this, we
implemented several approaches for extensive evaluation and
comparison. Even though CSPs in general are NP-complete,
our initial tests suggest that they are quickly solvable (in a few
ms) for the typical size defined by a pervasive environment, i.e.
the amount of locations, context variables and their respective
set of possible states.

Further, we developed a model to rate the possible adap-
tation alternatives regarding their cost and benefit over time.
Here, the duration of a given context, which again is a
prediction, is a main factor.

D. Architecture and Interaction Model

Figure 1 shows the high level architecture of our proto-
type system as well as how the various components in the
environment interact with each other. The prototype is build
on top of BASE [3], a lightweight and extendible middleware
specifically designed for pervasive computing.
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Fig. 1. The system’s architecture and interaction model.

Central to the system is a broker that implements the set
of context queries as its interface and mediates all context
interaction. This way, the context-aware applications have one
communication partner and, thus, application developers have
to handle only one proxy. Further, the broker manages context-
and prediction subscriptions, and notifies the subscriber in
case of an update. In the figure, the broker also contains the
configuration management, which informs applications about
their adaptation alternatives. Please note that this is not final.

III. RELATED WORK

Some work on proactive adaptation frameworks exists,
such as the framework by Mayrhofer [6], the CALCHAS
system [4], and the MavHome project [5]. The first two

systems provide predictions to applications, as well as how to
decide actions upon these predictions. However, the key task
of context adaptation via actuators are not addressed. The third
example covers the entire process, but is a fixed application in
a closed environment. In our work, we aim at a more generic
approach for an open environment.

IV. CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

Currently, we are both finalizing the development of the
configuration management as well as designing smart office
scenarios for extensive evaluation of the system, e.g. the nec-
essary prediction accuracy as well as the effects of malicious
adaptations due to false predictions regarding recovery, etc.,
and the benefits of proactive- over reactive adaptation in gen-
eral. One scenario, for example, will feature public monitors
throughout an office building that are bound by applications
based on the predicted locations of the users. Further, private
monitors in offices will hide confidential information before
somebody enters the room. With such scenarios, we also plan
to evaluate different adaptation strategies, such as maximizing
the quality of service for the user, or minimizing battery usage,
respectively.

In future work, we would like to integrate adaptation
coordination, i.e. expand the systems functionality to support-
ing application ensembles that share context and, therefore,
influence each other.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a middleware-based system that supports
applications to adapt proactively in an application-transparent
fashion. With our approach, application developers specify
their requirements towards their context and, through context
prediction subscriptions and configuration management, are
notified about the current forecasts as well as the application’s
adaptation alternatives.
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